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Traditional Romanian 
Blouse 

(with “alti ă” = stream of ornaments on a ț
peasant shirt/blouse) 

Traditional Romanian 
Blouse 

(with “alti ă) ț

Description 
The blouse is made of hemp canvas woven 
by hand. The cut is made from multiple 
rectangular pieces: two on the front, one 
on the back and six on the sleeves 
(„alti ă”, the ruffle sleeve itself). The blouse ț
is ruffled around the neck on a ribbon. 
The sleeve ends in a 10 cm faggoted cuff.

Description 
The blouse is made of hemp canvas woven 
by hand. The cut is made from multiple 
rectangular pieces: two on the front, one 
on the back and four on the sleeves 
(„alti ă” and the sleeve itself). The blouse is ț
ruffled around the neck on a ribbon. 

Traditional Romanian Blouse 
(Romanian patterns) 

Traditional Romanian Blouse 
(Saxon patterns) 

Size: 
Blouse length: 63 cm   
Sleeve length from the neck: 73 cm 
Bust size: 130 cm 
Sleeve width: 42 cm

Patterns 
Emil Sigerus - Siebenbürgisch-Sächsische 

Leinenstickereien, Thaur/ Wort und 
Welt Verlag 

Herta Wilk - Siebenbürgisch-sächsische 
Leinenstickereien aus Tartlau; 
Kriterion Verlag, Bukarest, 1976 

Maintenance: cleaning by hand with wool 
and silk washing powder, steam 
ironing. 

Price: 360 €

Size 
Blouse length: 65 cm 
Sleeve length from the neck: 75 cm 
Bust size: 130 cm 
Sleeve width: 48 cm 

Patterns 
www.semnecusute.ro 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/

semnecusute 

Maintenance 
Cleaning by hand with wool and silk 
washing powder, steam ironing. 

Price: 360 € 
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Easter Egg 

Description
The phone case is handcrafted and made 
of felt. The phone case consists of two 
rectangular felt pieces of different colors 
(green, red, brown and blue). The 
decoration is a cotton embroidery sheet or 
hemp canvas with colored cotton thread, 
placed on the front of the phone case. The 
jointing of the elements was made with 
festoon or sewed with needle and colored 
cotton thread. 

Description
The egg is handcraftes and was made 
by applying embroidery on a 
polystyrene egg. The front and the 
back consist of two embroidery 
decorative elements, held together on 
the side by an embroidery band 
margined by two lace bands. The 
joining element is the satin band. 
The decorative elements are on the 
embroidery sheet or hemp canvas, in 
cross shape with colored silk, cotton 
or wool thread in Saxon patterns. 

Size
Longitudinal circumference: 22 cm 
Axial circumference: 18 cm 
Length jointing band: 16 cm 
Decoration colors: blue, pink, green, 
red. 
Price: 28 € 

Phone case 

Size
Length between 15 and 18 cm 
Width between 8 and 10 cm 
Price: 8 € 

Handbag 

Description
The purse is made of braided 
cornhusles. The braided cornhusles 
were sewed in the shape of two 
disks, which represent the front and 
the back of the purse. The two sides 
are held together by a piece of 
hemp. The handles consist of 
cornhusles braided in three threads 
or braided string. 
Shape: round. 

Size
Diameter: 37 cm 
Opening: 15 cm 
Handle length: 90 cm 
Price: 63 € 
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